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ABSTRACT

Representations ror natural category systems and a retrieval-based rramework are presented that provide the
means ror applying generic knowledge about the semantic relationships between entities in discourse and the
relative salience or these entities imposed by the current context. An analysis or the use or basic and superordi-
Date level categories in discourse is presented, and the use or our representations and processing in the task or
discourse comprehension is demonstrated.

1. Introduction. We present representations for natural category systems based on a Roschian model of categories
thal has been extended to accommodate recent categorization research [Barsalou & Billman 1988; Keil 1989; Medin
1985. 1987; Murphy 1985, 1988, 1989J. We take issue with the assumption, implicit in most artificial intelligence
(AI). natural language processing (NLP) systems, that generic concepts can be viewed as simple lists or collections of
auributes. Richer representations of categories are needed to provide the intraconcept relations that structure
categories and interconcept relations that provide connections to the rest of the knowledge base; these semantic rela-
tions provide some of the background or commonsense knowledge necessary for language interpretation. An analysis
of the use of basic and superordinate level categories in discourse is presented, and the use of our representations and
processing in lhe task of discourse comprehension is demonstrated. Published texts, lhe twenty English "Pear Story"
oral narratives (Old by subjects after viewing a film [Chafe 1980J, and forty unpublished narratives written by student
subjects who were directed to retelllhe story of O. Henry's A Retrieved Reformation [unpublished data collected by
Scott & Segall provide the data analyzed in lhis paper.

2. Representations ror Natural Category Systems. We have previously discussed lhe special status of the basic
level in promoting inferences: the informativeness of the basic level arises from the large amount of information
organized allhis level and lhe perceplual grounding of basic level objects [peters & Shapiro 1987ab; Peters, Shapiro.
&. Rapaport 1988]. In this paper we will discuss extensions lo previously presenled representations. Our implementa-
tion uses the SNePS knowledge representation and reasoning system, including a generalized ATN parser-generator
(Shapiro 1978; Shapiro & Rapaport 1987]. Since lhe basic level has special status in our representations and process-
ing. we will begin with this level.
3. Enhanced Representations ror Basic Level Concepts. Default generalizations are used to represent facts aboul
~ typical members of a category in our system. Thus, a basic level category in our semantic nelwork is, in part, a
collection of defaull generalizations about part/whole structure, other image schematic structure, additional pert:epts,
~ functional and interactional properties [See Peters & Shapiro 1987ab, Peters, Shapiro. & Rapaport 1988 for a dis-
cussion of lhese structures]. Figure 1 shows a default rule lhat can be paraphrased as for all x, if x is a car, then typi-
cally ,[ has an engine, or more simply as typically cars have engines. We build many such default generalizations
aOOut a basic level category such as car.
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Many researchers have pointed out that as people's knowledge increases, they come to reject mere collections of sur.
f~e atbibutes and other typical features as being adequate to specify concepts; categories become further SU1Jctured
by "deeper" conceptual relations [Barsalou & Billman 1988; Keil 1987, 1989; Medin & Wattenmaker 1987; Murphy
& Medin 1985]. AdditionaJ default rules are built to capture these "deeper conceptual relations. Thus, in addiLion 10
part-whole relations (m5 in Figure 1) and relations about other percepts, we structure basic level categories such as
car with enabling, functional, and spatial relations, such as those shown in Figures 2-4. (We have not shown the
entire default rules, just the additional concepLual relations that provide intraconcept connections. I.e, m8, m9. and
mll would replace m5, the part-whole relation, in the default rule of Figure I, creating three similar defauJt rules.)
Figure 2 shows a spatial relation that further structures (and clusters) the interior parts of car. We structure the exter.
nal parts of car similarly. Figure 3 is used to further structure or cluster mechanical parts of cars, such as the brakes
and engine; Figure 4 shows an enabling relation: engines enable cars to run/go. Thus, in our system, there will be
many assertions linking car and engine: the knowledge associated with a basic level category such as car is highly
interconnected and organized by spatial, temporal, casual, explanatory, and enabling relations. Basic level categories
in our system are highly structured by intraconcept relations. Interconcept relations provide additional struCLure. E.g.,
mortgage is a thematic associate of house. Figure 5 shows the enabling relation that connects these two concepts.

3.1. Context-independent and Context-dependent Structure. Our representations and processing are also bascrl
on the view that the information activated afLer hearing or reading a category name varies widely across linguisLic
contexts. I.e., categorizing an entiLy at the basic level provides access to a large amount of information; however,
only a small subset of the information associated with a category in long term memory (LTM) is incorporated in the
temporary concept constructed in working memory (WM) in a particular context. Barsalou [1982] has proposed thaL
there are two kinds of information associated with categories in L TM: context-independent (CI) properties are
activated by the word for a category on all occasions, independent of context; context-dependent (CD) properties are
activated only in relevant contexts.

We had originally decided that topographic structure, i.e., parts that define the overall shape of basic level
objects, were context-independent attributes, i.e., automatically activated across all contexts. [peters, Shapiro, &
Rapaport 1988]. However, an examination of the normative data showing the properties listed by subjects for basic
level objects in free articulation tasks [Ashcraft 1978; Rosch et al. 1976; Tversky & Hemenway 1984] disconfinns the
hypothesis that all of the external parts that contribute to the overall shape are context-independent. Production fre-
quency of properties is considered to be a measure of semantic relatedness between category names and their proper-
ties [Ashcraft 1978], and although some exterior parts of objects are always generated in these tasks, many are not In
addition, some interior (hidden) parts and some non-part attributes are always articulated. E.g.. subjects generate
wheels. tires, seats, engine. steers, and transportation for car. Here, only wheels and tires are exterior paru. Tail,
long ears, white fur, soft, and animal are generated for rabbit (only tail and long ears are external parts), and wings.
beak, feathers, flies. eggs, and nests for bird. We hypothesize that context-independence arises as additional causal
and explanatory relations integrate or interconnect these attributes and the category name that evokes them. Thus.
engine achieves context-independence because of its functional importance and because of the many conceplual rela-
tions that interconnect engine and car. Many interactional properties are also CI; e.g., seats and steering wheel
achieve context-independence because we interact with cars by sitting on the seats and using the steering wheel.
Thus, not all parts may achieve CI status, but rather, one could argue that only parts attended to get processed in a
manner to produce CI status; in this case, causally relevant paru would have a distinct advantage {Barsalou 1989, per-
sonal communication].
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We currently create an assertion that marks CI properties, after a high degree of connectivity arises between properties
alMithe category name. Figure 6 shows such an assertion, which we paraphrase as having an engine is a CI properly
of cars. CI properties, marked by such an assenion, are always activated when the category name is mentioned.

The category knowledge composed of the less strongly associated attributes (thematic associates and oc.her non-
cenb'ally related entities) forms the context-dependent structure of basic level categories. We use the semantic rela-
tjonships between verbs and nouns in discourse to evoke context-dependent entities, i.e., making the interrelated infer-
eoces normally made when particular verbs are used with particular nouns. E.g., car is associated with many different

: kinds of generalized actions: driving. get ling gas. washing, repairing. traveling. buying. In our system, different
t knowledge associated with th~ ca.tegory car is activated. ~or ~h .of these generalized ~ctio~s. The d~monstration. runs
" in Appendix A show the acuvauon of CI and CD enuues In discourse comprehension, I.e., what Interrelated Infer-

t eoces are made, and when they are made.

3.2. Examples 01 Contextual Fluctuations. Two short examples illustrate the different entities highlighted in
different conlexts. In the first passage, parts of the car relevant to driving, starting, and stopping are referenced: ~1

As the car crept up the slope of the bridge, the ins~tor burst out laughin&. He laughed so hard he could scarcely give ~~~I his next direction. "Stop here," he said, wiping his eyes. "then start 'er up again."
.. Marian pulled up beside the curb. She put the car in neuu-al. pulled on tM emLrgefICY. waitoo a moment, and then put fT;

the car into gear again. Hcr f~e was set As she released the brake. her foot slippeAi off the clUlch pedal and the en- J'~
gine stalled (A. Gibbs, The Test, p. 255, italics addoo). ::::

:::'
In the second passage, in which the car is stopped, and the characters get out and move around the outside of the car, ~:

exterior ~ of the car are referenced: ~~,
;;:.;

Uoyd brought the car to a screeching halt at the very edge of the boat lawx:hing ramp. ~
Uoyd looked calm, cool, and loadoo as he got out and swayed his way around to tM rear of the car. I thought he was :,;;cO'i ..;c' ..
goin~ to ~pen the trunk and .present me with my father's coal. but ins~ad he ho~sted himself up on the ~ck. of the car. ~;;4}~
He lit a cigarette and from hIS perch on the roof he seemoo to be enJoYlIlg my fnght over the near plunge IIlto the water . -

(P. Zindel, Confessions of a Teenage BaboorJ. pp. 106-113. italics added).

The rext example shows the use of activated CI information. Since fur is automatically activated for Cyril, the cat,
(fur has CI status, since it is an interactional property; i.e., people pet cats, suuking their fur), disambiguation of the
reference his fur is easily handled. Disambiguation here does not involve choosing the most activated or highly
focused entity, but rather choosing an activated entity with this activated properly. Oaws also has CI status for cats.

When Jury (a detective) openoo the door to Racer's (Jury's boss) sancruary, Cyril (cat) slid between his feet, su-eaked
make-like across a carpet the color of his flU, and was scaling the bookcase set back against the wall to the left of
Racer's large desk. His claws were like pinions digging into forensic science, ... (M. Grimes, The Five Bells and
Bladeborle. p. 188, italics added).

An example showing a reference to a CD entity follows. Here the paw is evoked in the context of the cat slriking at
the waler:

The cat walked out of the secluded garden and toward the bank of a sU-earn farther on. Here it crouched and watched a
wren having a dust bath. Before it could lX>unce, the wren was away, skimming across the Wala'. Looking into the
stream, as if the bird might have fallen tha'e, the cat saw shaoows deep inside darting, hanging suspended, darting for-
ward again. The cat struck at the water. trying to fix the moving shadow. ... It yawnoo again, washoo at the paw,
stopped when it saw something skittering across the footbridge and followed. (M. Grimes, p. II, italics addoo)

4, Superordinates and Basic Level Names in Discourse. Since basic level categories carry the most information,

~y denote referents at their level of "usual" utility; i.e., at a level that is both sufficiently informative and cogni-
uvely efficient to manipulate. Thus the use of basic level terms to refer to entities in discourse follows the Gricean
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maxims of conversational quantity and manner, since basic level names usually carry sufficient information for at
addressee/reader to be able to identify the individual or category being referred to. What constraints caUse a
speaker/writer to abandon basic level tenus in categorizing a given entity at a given point? In particular, when are
superordinate level names used in discourse, and how is the knowledge stored with superordinate level concepts ~
during discourse comprehension? The next sections will analyze the use of superordinate tenus in written and 0IGl t
narratives. r

4.1. Discourse Analysis: Use of Superordinate Level Names. Basic level tenus constituted 93% of the nominal (

references to concrete entities in the twenty "Pear Story" oral ~arratives; superordinate level tenus were used Very

infrequently, constituting only 2% of the references [Downing, 1980). Basic level tenus again predominated in the
Scott & Segal subjects' written narratives, constituting 75% of nominal references to concrete entities. Superordinates
occurred much more frequently than in the oral "Pear Story" narratives, constituting 17% of the references in the
Scott & Segal written narratives. In the next sections superordinate level references will be examined more carefully,

4.1.1. Groups, Collections, and Classes. It has been suggested [e.g., Murphy & Wisniewski 1989; Wisniewski &

Murphy 1989) that superordinates are frequently used to refer to groups, collections, and classes. I.e., basic level
names are frequently used to refer to individuals or single objects, while speakers use superordinate names such as

furniture, clothes and plants to refer to groups of related objects simultaneously [Wisniewski & Murphy 1989]. Our
text analysis confinned this usage of superordinate names. The following passages from O. Henry's A Retrieved

Reformation (with italics added to indicate the superordinate level tenD) illustrate this usage:

(1) Take him back. Cronin, smiled the warden, and fix him up with outgoing clothes.

(2) Pulling out from the wall a folding-bed, Jimmy slid back a panel in the wall and dragged out a dust-covered
suitcase. He opened this and gazed fondly at the finest set of burglar's tools in the East. ,

(3) He was at much at home in the family of Mr. Adams and that of Annabel's married sister as if he were already a
member.

In the following sections we discuss additional uses of superordinate labels that were found in the written and oral

narratives examined.

4.1.2. Introductory Mentions of Entities. Frequently superordinate labels are used to introduce entities to the

hearer/reader, i.e., an author/speaker uses a superordinate level term for the first mention of an entity, later switching
to a basic level term [Downing, 1980). This technique is typically used only with characters and other elements that
are central to the narrative. Two examples of this technique follow:

It was on the Dover road that lay, on a Friday night late in November, before the first of the persons with whom this
history has business. [Dickens, A Tale of Two Cities, p. 8]

About three hundred eighty-five thousand years ago, when the oceans and continents were in place as we know them to-
day, the land bridge from Asia was open, and a huge ponderous animal, looking much like an oversized elephant but
with enormous protruding tusks, slowly made his way eastward, followed by four females and their young. [Michener,
Alaska, p. 15]

In both of these examples the reader has the expectation that she will soon find out more about the characters being

introduced by the superordinate level tenus, and the superordinate level names seem to contribute to the readers being
gradually "drawn" into the story. Thus, the readers' attention becomes focused on entities introduced in this way.

4.1.3. References to Focused Discourse Entities. A superordinate label is also frequently used to refer to a
discourse entity that is focused, but not so highly activated that a pronoun or zero is easy to understand, yet too highly
activated for a basic level tenD to be used without sounding childish or redundant I.e., the basic level term may give
too much infonnation, given the focus level of the referent. For example:

He took a train for three hours. got off and went to a cafe owned by Mike Dolan. Dolan gave Jimmy his key. Jimmy
went to a room in the back of the eszablishmelll. [Scott & Segal unpublished data. subject's retelling of O. Henry's, A
Retrieved Reformation]

At the end of this passage the key and the cafe are competing, focused discourse entities (both can be referred to

using it). Since the key is more highly focused, a pronominal reference to the cafe (use of it) seems less suitable than
the use of the superordinate tenD the establishment. The use of the basic level tenD the cafe also seems less suitable
than the establishment, because it is redundant An additional example follows:

The cab stopped in front of Lloyd's house and I got out. I think the driver thought I was going to run away without
paying but my slacks were so tight I couldn't get my money out of my pocket without standing up. I gave him the fare,
including a good tip, which left me with about a dollar and twenty-nine cents to my name. It was the absolute end of
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my savings from the last case my mother had, where her boss gave me a couple of dollars a day to walk his Yorkies. ii~"~
The driver just floored his junk heap and took off making so much noise I didn't hear the lilt of music until the taxi ~
tUrned at the far comer. It had beA:.n quite a while since Helen and I had vacated the place and I couldn't believe the I

party was still going on. [Po Zindel, Confessions of a Teenaged Baboon. p. J4JJ

Here, a pronominal reference to the house (il) cannot be used, because there is too much distance between the first
mention of the house and this reference. However, the superordinate, lhe place, is easily disambiguated. The next

example again shows competing, focused discourse entities:

Anyway, this time it was a black cat reclining in the middle of this busy boulevard and it was positionoo so it looked
like it had beA:.n half nUl over by a car, squashing part of its body into a t~ of base like a butb'ess for a paper dol\. It
looked like I was staring at a stone statue of a cat with metallic eyes glazed with fire and that if I wantoo to I could just
take the thing home and use it as a garden ornament The animal seemoo dead except for its eyes, and I had the Sb'ang-
est feeling it might still be alive, ... [Po Zindel, Confessions of a Teenaged Baboon, p. J2JJ

Here the superordinate label I he lhing refers to one discourse entity, the slone slalue of a cal, while the animal refers

to a second discourse entity, the cal.

4.1.4, Superordinates: Generality, Since superordinate labels are more general (less specific) than basic level
terms, they can be used to communicate a sense of "vagueness", Thus, a superordinate name may be used to com-
municate that someone (a) doesn't know what something is, or what the name of something is (see example (1)
below); (b) cannot see something very well (see example (2) below; (c) doesn't remember specifically what something

i was (see example (3) below); (d) doesn't want to call attention to irrelevant details or promote too many inferences
1 (see example (3) again), or (e) wants to deliberately conceal information (e.g., in a mystery the detective may choose
I not to reveal the specific murder weapon used to commit the crime to a witness being questioned).

(1) Three boys came out, helped him pick himself up, pick up his bike, pick up the pears, one of them had a toy, which
was like a clapper. And, I don't know what you call it except a paddle with a ball suspended on a Sb'ing. [Chafe, 1980,

, transcript from English "Pear Film" narrative]

(2) Zoe squinted through a square of the lattice. Outside the crawl space it was lighter. She could see three figures
standing beside a small truck. [z. Oneal, War Work, p. J33J

(3) He [Jimmy] jumps on a crain heading for the state boarder [sic] after he has some food and wine not of prison ori-
gin. [Scott & Segal unpublished data, subject's retelling of O. Henry's, A Retrieved Reformation]

In (1) the speaker telling the story of the "Pear Film" didn't know a name for the toy that a character in the film was
playing with. In (2) Zoe cannot see the characters she is describing very well, In (3) the subject retelling the story
either didn't remember that the food Jimmy Valentine had eaten was broiled chicken, or chose to be less specific ~

w~ recounting thi~ event, usin~ a superordinate label rather ~an a more specific, basic ~evel on~,. :~;i

4.2. Non-taxonomiC Superordmates. In general, superordmates convey much less mformauon than basIc level
lerms. However, non-taxonomic superordinates (e.g., friend, enemy, jerk) frequently add information, communicating :

an attitude toward the referent(s): '

I'm fifty and for half of those years I had worked for a Chicago newspaper I would rather not identify because it no :

longer exists. Its name exists, but it is a vulgar rag filloo with sex and erime, edited by a gang of creeps. and owned by :
a right wing egomaniac who bought it for a song from the childish. idiotic woman who inherited it. [D. Kiker, Murder ;
01\ Clam Pond, p. 22] ;

,
Non-taxonomic superordinates also frequently focus attention on particular attributes. In the following example, :~lIemy evokes or activates entities such as claws. lusks. leeth as well as external body parts. All of these are relevant "-

In the context of the struggle between these two enemies.

...: he [Mastodon] heard a rustle that disturbed him. Prudently, he withdrew lest some enemy leap upon him from a
hl~ng place high in the trees, and he was not a moment too soon, for as he turned away from the willow, he saw em-
ergmg from the protection of a nearby copse his most fearsome enemy.

It was a kind of tiger with powerful claws and a pair of frightful upJ:K:r teeth almost three feet long and incredibly sharp.
Mastodon knew that though this saber-tooth could not drive those fearsome teeth through the heavy skin of his protected
rtar 01' sides, it could if it obtained a secure foothold on his back, sink them into the softer skin at the base of his neck.
. . . Mastodon had his long tusks, of course, but he could not lunge forward and expect to impale his adversary on

them, they were not intended for thfs purpose. [J. Michener, Alaska, p. 17, italics added]

~.3. S~perordinates: Theories and Causal Reasoning, A number of researchers [e.g., Keil 1987, 1989; Murphy
Mcdl~ 1985; Barsalou & Billman 1988] have pointed out that our deep, rich theories about objects are linked to

~lnate level concepts: theories that take us beyond categorization based on perceptual or surface similarity. In
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order to appropriately categorize a whale as a mammal, we are required to move beyond using surface similarity as a
basis for categorization: we need to recognize that hidden features and elaborated theories about origins are more
important than perceptual features in categorizing biological kinds at a superordinate level. Theoretical knowledge
also helps us to deduce reasons for correlations among basic level features: e.g., wings, hollow bones, small, and flies
are correlated because they are causally linked. Our scientific knowledge organized at the superordinate level helps us
understand these linkages. Taxonomic superordinates enrich basic level concepts, providing access to deep causal and
explanatory relations.

4.4. Causal Reasoning in Discourse Understanding. Even when superordinates are not explicitly mentioned in
discourse, they may provide the causal and explanatory relations necessary to our understanding of discourse. Our
understanding of humor frequently depends on our use of superordinate level knowledge. E.g., in a short monologue
about coffee, Garrison Keillor stated that although people said that decaffeinated coffee was dangerous and that a
chemical used to decaffeinate coffee caused cancer in rats, his feeling was that the more rats that get cancer the better
[Garrison Keillor's American Radio Company of the Air, February 16, 1990, WNED-FM]. This joke like many others
is amusing because we recognize that an inappropriate conclusion has been drawn: the reasoning has been ineffectual.
I.e., we know that rats, like ~ple, are animals (in fact we know that both are mammals); that animal models are used
to screen Carcinogenic agents (with rats frequently being used as test animals); that if a chemical causes cancer in one
kind of animal, there is a great likelihood that it will cause cancer in other animals (especially closely related
animals). The knowledge used in this reasoning is superordinate level knowledge.

5. Discourse Processing: Inferences. The processing performed by our system will be illustrated by considering
the problem of comprehending references to implicitly evoked CI and CD entities in discourse. As stated previously,
basic level ca~gorics evoke a rich set of entities which may be referred to later in discourse. Superordinates, in con-
trast, evoke few discourse entities directly associated with the superordinate category itself, but frequently infiue9ce
what is activated

The inferences made at the basic level seem to involve automatic processing: i.e., they are initiated by well-
established memory sb"Uctures, rely on connectivity between concepts, are computationally "cheap", and are plausible
inferences rather than logically derived assertions which necessarily follow from the text Superordina~s, in contrast,
do not seem to promote many inferences [Rosch 1981; Tversky & Hemenway 1984; Gelman 1989]: subjects fre-
quently list few or no attributes for superordinate level concepts. Thus, our knowledge about superordinate concep~
is a deeper and less easily verbalized knowledge, involving underlying principles and theories about the world.
Inferencing at this level is not computationally "cheap" and effortless, but instead seems to require substantial atten-
tional resources. The inferences made involve causal knowledge and explanatory relations (theoretically-oriented
knowledge), and are deducible from the text and the knowledge base. We use a "spreading activation" form of
inference similar to marker passing to activate the relevant basic level information, and deductive inference to reason
about theory-laden superordinate level knowledge, forming assertions which follow logically or necessarily from the
text

5.1. Path-Based Inference. The SNePS path-based inference package provides the subconscious reasoning required
for the automatic activation of CI and relevant CD entities: the definition of appropriate paths in the network enables
the automatic retrieval of the relevant satellite concepts of basic level concepts. The context-independent entities can
be retrieved by defining a path of arcs from a node representing a basic level category, e.g., car, to its context-
independent properties: wheels, tires, engine, seats, steering wheel. The following path is used to retrieve all
context-independent properties of basic level categories:

(find (compose arg2- arg- dcq- object- (domain-restrict (property context-inde~ndcnt» object ant class)(find lex lXlsic-/eve/-calegory-name»

Our current implementation activates context-dependent information in response to discourse comprehension of
events containing generalized actions such as buying/selling a house, driving/stopping/repairing/washing a car,
seeing/walking/washing a dog. Additional paths are defined to retrieve these entities. Parts can be retrieved by
defining a path of arcs from a node representing a basic level category, e.g., car, to its parts: engine, roof, hood, trunk,
wheels. brakes, etc. Figure 1 in section 3 shows a defined path called parts which is used to activate these entities.
The "parts" path is never used alone, rather it's used in conjunction with additional paths specified through default
rules such as those shown in pan in Figures 2-4, i.e., paths through the spatial, enabling, and other intraconcept and
interconcept relations described earlier. E.g., we use an "exterior or surface parts path" to retrieve only exterior parts
following generalized actjons such as washing a car or watching a bird, and interior, mechanical pans following gen-
eralized actions such as repairing a car. Causal and enabling relations are considered to be more important than other
relations in this system, and satellite associates that enable actions are activated by using "paths to enablers" to
retrieve these associates in the relevant contexts. E.g., mortgage is retrieved following the generalized action, buying
a house. An A TN grammar then makes use of the defined paths to activate, i.e., implicitly focus, the context-
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independent and relevant context-dependent satellite entities of a basic level category (that has been either encoun-
tered in input or activated by a subordinate level concept): returning all the nodes that are found at the end of the
defined paths of arcs emanating from the basic level categories and placing them in the system's working memory.
(It is well established that categories automatically activate their superiors [Rosch 1978; Barsalou 1982].)

6. Demonstration of Discourse Processing. Appendix A shows four sample runs of SNePS/CASSIE illustrating
some of our current capabilities. User input is on lines with the :-prompt; the systems' output and timing informa-
lion are on the following lines. After a few of the sentences, a list of the activated context-independent (CI) and
context-dependent (CD) entities or nodes (labeled CI evoked and CD evoked respectively) associated with the basic
level category car is shown. (A complete listing of the associates of car activated in these sample runs is also found

in Appendix A. See Nodes Evoked in Demos 1. 2. & 3.)
In sentence (labc), comprehension of the basic level category car implicitly evokes many entities, including the

following CI entities: the engine. seals. sleering wheel. wheels, and tires: In addition, the verb boughl in conjunction
with car activates a CD entity: the price of the car. Sentence (2a) of Demo 1 contains a reference to an implicitly
focused CI item, the engine; sentence (3a), a reference to an implicitly focused CD item, the price. The verb fixed in
conjunction with car in sentence (4a) of Demo 1 causes the activation of many CD associates of car, e.g., the car-
buretor. distributor, spark plugs. ballery, and brakes? Sentences (Sa) - (7a) contain references to previously activated

CI and CD entities.
In sentence (2b) of Demo 2, the generalized action washing the car causes activation of many CD entities:

exterior parts of cars (the bumper. grill. trunk, hood, roof, tires. wheels, windshield, finish, and the exlerior). Many of
trese activated entities are referenced in sentences (3b) - (7b).

In sentence (4c) of Demo 3, the mention of starling the car evokes many CD entities, e.g., the ignilion. key.
battery, accelerator, brakes, and a CI entity, the engine. Sentences (5c) - (12c) contain references to these activated

entities.
In sentence (ld) of Demo 4 comprehension of the basic level category house implicitly activates many CI enti-

lies (e.g., windows, doors. roof. sheller). In addition, the verb boughl in conjunction with house, activates such CD
entities as the mortgage and price. Thus, the concept house constructed in WM has been tailored to the current con-
texL Sentence (2d) contains a reference to the mortgage which was activated in (ld). Sentence (4d) contains a refer-
eoce to the butler, an entity that has not been activated, since it is not a CI associate of house, and was not activated
in the context of buying a house. Thus, comprehension of the butler requires inferencing using the total knowledge
basei A comparison of the timing information for sentences (2d) and (4d) illustrates that in our system the
ccxnprehension time for a non-activated entity (the butler) is longer than that for an activated entity (lhe mortgage).

; Sentence (5d) contains a reference to the subordinate level category collie, which activates its immediate superior, the
t basic level category dog. The usual inferences about dogs are then drawn, and many CI entities (e.g., tail, barking,

anima/) are activated. It also contains the generalized action of buying a dog, so cost is activated. In sentence (6d),
resolution of the definite anaphor her barking cannot be based on the normal mechanism of finding the most highly
focused antecedent that matches the semantic features of the possessive pronoun her. It was not Lucy's barking!
Rather. it requires a search of WM for the concept of barking, returning its evoking concept collie. Sentences (12d)
am (13d) also illustrate the need for using a focusing mechanism based on more than activatedness, recency, and
~lching semantic features. I.e., tail was evoked as part of the basic level category cat in (7d), but not as part of
el~r the subordinate level category canary or its immediate superior bird; whereas chirp was evoked as associated
WIth bird/canary in (9d), but not with cal. Our processing of his tail and his chirp simply involves searching WM for
~ previously activated entities and their evoking concepts, not a search of the whole knowledge base. Thus,
I~legration of implicitly evoked associates (e.g., chirp) with the previously mentioned evoking concept (e.g.,
birdlcanaryrrweely) is quite simple and comprehension time quite fast

-
. I The CI entilies !hat are always aulornatically activated in our system are !hose associates !hat have many causal and explanatory relatioos in-

:'~& them willI !he basic level category name !hat evokes !hem. They also are taken from pro(x:rty-norm data of Ashcraft, Rosch. and Tversky

erncnway referenced earlier in this pa(x:r,
~ ~ecause of space limitations for !hese sample runs. only a few CD entities are shown as being evoked, Many more nodes are actually ac-
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7. Future Research. Many problems remain to re solved. In particular, further work is needed in developing
representations for and using superordinate level knowledge, in deciding which properties associated with a category
have context-independent status, and in extending our work to consider context effects arising from the topic area, the
task at hand, goals and discourse purposes.
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Demo 1: Reps/ring the Csr Demo 2: Ws.h/ng the Csr Demo 3: Driving the Csr

(II) : Lucy oought an old car. (Ib) Llx:y bought I ~ car (Ic) : Lucy bought an old car.
I und...tand thlt Lucy oought an old car I und...tand thlt Lucy bought I ~ car I undastand thlt Lucy bought an old car
a evoked: (m138 mSl m20 ml2m3 m317) a evoked (m138 mSl m2O ml2 m3 m317) a evoked: (m138 mSl m20 ml2 m3 m317)
CD evoked: (m94) CD evoked: (m94) CD evoked: (m94)
()el«:: 12.41- gc:4711a: ()el«:: 12.38- gc:4.831« ()el«:: 12.73- gc:4.800a:

,
(21) : the ~gine wu ~uilL (2b) : She wllhed the car. (2c) : she t...w. I driving ~
I und...tand that the ~gine of the old car is I undastand thlt Lucy wu/ted the ~ car I undastand that Lucy took a driving tell
~t CDevoked:(m278m2h5mI3Im87m80 ()el«::IO.36- gc:4.730a:
() el«:: 9.281«: go: 2.35 - m73 m66 m59m28 m20mI2)

() el«:: 11.88 - go: 2.35 0« (30) : She WIO nervous.
, (3&) : the price WIS low. I undastand thlt Lucy is nervous
" I und...tand thlt the price rL the old car is (3b) : She cleaned the windshield. () el«:: 6.18 s« go: 2.40-

low I undastand that Lucy cleaned the windshield
() el«:: 9.21 s«: go: 2.33 - of the ~ car (4c) : she IWted the car.

( ) el«: 11.98 - go: 4.83 0« I undastand that nervous Llx:y oWtcd the old
(41) : A mechanic filed the car. car
I understand thlt I mechanic fixed the old car (4b): She wIShed the grill. CD evcKed: (m22A ml~ ml47 m43 m35 m3)
CD evoked:(m2A5 m22A m217 ml53 m35 I undel$tand thlt Lucy washed the grill of the () el«: 12.51 - go: 2.41 sa:
m3) ~ car
()el«::13.08- gc:2.430a: ()el«::11.75- gc:4.8Isa: (Sc):shefloodedthe~gin~.

I undastand thll nervous Llx:y flooded the ~.
(51) : He tuned the ~gine. (5b) : She s=bbcd the front OOmper.. line d the old car ()
I und...tand that the ma:hanic tuned the ~- I understand that Lucy ICNbbcd the frtXtt el«:: 13.01 - go: 4.85 sa:
sine of the old clr bumper d the ~ car
() CIa:: 11.86 - go: 4.85 - () ea«:: 12.36 - go: 4.98 s« (6c) : she rataned the car.

I undel$tand that nervous Lucy rutartcd the old

1 (61) : He ~llced the ~... (6b) : She waled the hood. car
f'" I und...tand that the ma:hanic ~Iaccd th~ I undastand thlt Lucy wiled the hood .. th~ ( ) ea«:: 11.33 - go: 2.41 sa:
I carhiICt.. of the old car ~ car
,. () el«:: 11.81 - go: 2.38 - () ea«: 12.21 - go: 2.63 0« (7c) : she tapped the accelerator.
I I undastand that nervous Llx:y tapped the IcceI-

(71) : He flied the disuibutor. (7b) : The elteri.. is sparkling. erat.- of the old car ( )
I und...tand that the ma:hanic flied the dja- I undastand that the exteri.. of the ~ car ex«:: 12.90 I« go: 4.95 1«
tributor rL the old car is spalkling
() exec: 11.86 - go: 2.40 I« () ex«:: 10.55 I« go: 2.48 0« (Sc) : she ~tered I buoy~.

I undel$tand that nervous Lucy mtered I busy
Itreet
( ) ex«:: 12.30 - gc 486 sec

\ Demo 4: General Demo\ Demo 4 Continued (9c) she approached an intersection.
I (Id) : Lucy ooug/tt I ViCtorian house. I undentand that nervous Lucy appr~ched an

(understand thlt Lucy oought I Victorian (8d) The cat IS named Sylvester. mtenccuon
i hwsc I undel$tand that Sylvester is the cat () ~x«:: 10.2.5 - go: 2.48 sec
! () ex«:: 11.28 ICC go: 4.83 s«: ( ) exec: 805 s«: go: 0.00-

(IOc) :sh~ st~ped th~ car.
I undel$tand that nervous Llx:y s~ped the old

. i(2d) : Th~ mmtglge is hug~. (9d) : H~ oought a canary. car
I understand thlt the mortglge dth~ ViCtOri- I undel$tand thlt Jmn oought a canary () ~x«:: 13.15 I« go: 2.58 I«
In house is huge () ex«:: 10.66 - go: 2.481a:
() ex«:: 9.28 s«: go: 2.35 I« (1Ic) : th~ brakes wCte squeaky.

I undel$tand that th~ brakes d th~ old car ate

(IOd) : The bird is named Twedy. Iqueaky
(3d) : JOOn visited her. I undel$tand that Twedy is the bird ( ) ~x«:: 8.2.5 o~ go: 0.00 I«

I understand thlt Jmn visited Lucy ( ) ~x«:: 8~ s~ go: 0.00 I«
() exa:: 8.48 s«: go: 2.48 I« (12c) : she failed th~ tell.

I undel$tand that nervous Lucy failed th~ driving
(lId) :Th~catstaJksTwcety. tell

(4d) : The butler opened the dorx I und~rstand thlt Sylvester is stalking Twecty ( ) ~x~: 11.03 - go: 2.58 sa:
I understand thlt I butler ~ed th~ dorx of ( ) ~x~: 1186 ICC go: 2.36 o~ Nod ked I De 1 2 & 3 .
the Victoriln house ( ) es evo n mo." .

exa: 2083 ICC go: 7.45 sa: (m3 (lex (mgme»)
(12d) : His tail is swishing. (m12 (I~x (tin:»)
I undastand that th~ tail d SylveIIQ is owiah- (m20 (I~x (wheel») (m28 (lea (windshield»)

(Sd) : Lucy bought a collie. ing (m35 (I~x (brak~») (m43 (lex (accelerat..»)
I understand thlt Lucy bought I colli~ ( ) ~x«:: 10.63 I« go: 2.53 0« (mSl (I~x (seat») (mS9 (lex (trunk)
() CIa:: 11.83 ICC go: 2.611a: (m66 (I~x (root")) (m73 (I~x (hood»

(m80 (lea (~xteri..»)
(13d) : The dtirp alerted JIitn. (m87 (lex (finish» (m94 (lea (price»)

(6d) Her balk wakes Lucy. I undastand that th~ chirp of Tw_y alerted (m131 (I~x (door»)
I understand that the balk of the collie is wak- John (m138 (lex (~gwheel»)
Inglllcy ()ex«:: 13.461« gc:2.58sa: (mI47(1~x(ignition»)
()exa:: 13.981CC gc:5.16sa: (m153 (I~x(carb1ret1r»)

(ml~(lex (k~y»)
(7d) JOOn owns I cat" (m217 (I~x (spalkplugs»)
I understand thlt JOOn Owns I cat (m224 (I~x (bauery»)
() exa: 1020 ICC go: 246 sa: (m245 (lex (distributor»)

(m265 (lex (grill»)
(m278 (I~x (bumper»)
(m317 a~x (vehicle'"
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